The increasing cases of non-small cell lung cancer pose a relentless threat to human health. Therefore, using fragment-based drug discovery as the modus operandi, the present study aimed to design small molecule inhibitors for Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase (ALK) positive Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) and for its secondary mutation (F1174L). Materials and methods: A total of 12 ALK inhibitors (both FDA and clinical) reported in the literature was utilised in the present study to design the novel and potent ALK inhibitors. Fragment script and BREED of Schrödinger suite was used to generate novel structural combinations. GLIDE algorithm was employed to identify the fragments with high binding affinity to the native and mutant forms of ALK. Screened out fragments were subjected to ADMET analysis. Additionally, the impact of F1174L mutation in the stability of ALK protein was assessed using SDM and I-Mutant tools. RING algorithm was employed to compare the pattern of intramolecular interaction between the native and F1174L ALK protein. Results: A novel hybrid molecule LF16 was identified with better binding, superior CNS activity, higher drug score and low toxicity. Annihilation of intramolecular interactions with Ile 1179, Ile 1170 and Phe1098 were found to be the cause of the destabilizing effect of the mutant protein. Of note, these residues were found to play important roles in the formation of F-core as well as in stabilizing αC-helix, which is important for maintaining the inactive form of ALK. Moreover, Conclusion: We believe that these results could foster the designing and development of novel ALK inhibitors towards the management of crizotinib resistance in the near future.
INTRODUCTION
The recent revolutionary changes in the field of molecular biology have led to the apprehension that two-thirds of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) patients harbor an oncogenic driver mutation. These driver mutations were found to be therapeutically targetable, leading to an improved survival and safety profiles when compared to chemotherapy. One such activating mutation found in about 3-5% of the patient population, is Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase (ALK) mutations. 1 ALK-positive NSCLCs were discovered in 2007 and is most often seen in non-smoker 1 . The mutation in ALK was found to be due to an oncogenic inversion and fusion of two genes namely; ALK and EML4 (echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4) found on chromosome 2p. 2 This fusion oncogene codes for a protein tyrosine kinase that has cancerous property, making it a diagnostic molecular marker as well as a therapeutic target. 3 The currently available standard of care for patients with ALK involve the treatment with ALK Tyrosine Kinase (TK) inhibitors. Even though TKI treatment has led to unprecedented progression-free survival in patients, these inhibitors are struggling to prevail over secondary mutations and other pharmacological resistances occurring within the patients. 4 Of note, F1174L mutation is one of the more frequent mutations and is resistant to crizotinib in both in vitro and in vivo studies. 5 Importantly, F1174L mutation is considered to be one of the most recurrent mutations in ALK-positive NSCLC. It has also been found to be a common ALK mutation in Neuroblastoma. Most importantly, F1174L mutation considered to be a lethal variant amongst crizotinib resistant mutations in ALK protein reported in the literature. [6] [7] [8] Therefore, there is an immense need to surmount this resistance mutation in ALK-positive NSCLC patients. Computer-Aided Drug Designing (CADD) methods are increasing in popularity due to their reliability, accuracy and quickness as compared to traditional drug designing. 9, 10 For instance, some clinically approved drugs discovered by CADD methods include Saquinavir in 1995: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) inhibitor, Zanamivir in 1999: Neuraminidase inhibitor for treating influenza, Raltegravir in 2007: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) inhibitor. Therefore, in the present study, fragment-based drug designing was applied to identify new combinations of the available drug molecules that are more active with both native and F1174L mutant proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset preparation
The 3D structures of the native ALK protein and its mutated form (F1174L) was retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB). 11 The PDB codes corresponding to the native and mutant forms were 2XP2 and 2YJR respectively with a resolution of 1.9 Å. Importantly, these structures having R free values of <0.30 depicts that absence of any structural defects in the retrieved proteins. Subsequently, the 3D conformers of 12 ALK inhibitors (FDA approved as well as clinical trials) namely; Alectinib, Brigatinib, TAE-684, AZD-3463, ASP-3026, CEP-28122, CEP 37440, Ceritinib, Crizotinib, Entrectinib, Lorlatinib and X-396 12 were retrieved from PubChem in SDF file format and was taken for the fragment generation process. Prior to fragment generation, the molecules were cleaned using LigPrep module of Schrodinger Suite. 13 LigPrep performs 2D to 3D conversion, corrects bond orders, assigns proper ionization states using Epik (at pH 7±2) and generates most probable conformers of the molecules. 13 Finally keeping all the other options as default, the inhibitors were energy minimized using OPLS (Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations) -2005 force field. 13 Figure 1 provides a representation of the steps followed in this present perspective.
Protein preparation, grid generation and molecular docking
The native and mutant ALK structures were prepared using Protein Preparation Wizard of Schrödinger inter-face. 13 During pre-processing, hydrogen atoms were added, disulfide bonds were created, bond orders for amino acid residues were assigned and crystallized waters were removed from the protein structures. 13 Finally, the protein structures underwent geometry refinement with restrained energy minimization and optimization processes using Impact Refinement (impref) module and OPLS-2005 force field with a default Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) cut off of 0.3 Å. 13 Subsequently, a grid was generated around the crystallized crizotinib, for the native ALK protein. On the other hand for the mutant ALK protein, its active site was predicted using the Site Map module of Schrödinger interface. 14 During sitemap analysis, energetically favorable binding sites were determined and were ranked based on their site score. 14 Finally, a grid was generated around the binding site having the highest site score. Further using the generated grids, molecular docking protocols were carried out in Extra Precision (XP) mode. Glide XP mode is recommended for small ligand libraries, where elimination of false positives is accomplished by a more extensive sampling and advanced scoring function. 15 
Fragment generation and breeding
Fragment generation and breeding processes were performed with the known ALK inhibitors using the Schrödinger suite. Fragment-based drug design involves fragmenting a drug or small molecule into smaller pieces and then developing or identifying new leads by sequentially combining these molecules. The principle behind this method is that combining different fragments will produce a novel molecule that has a binding affinity equal to the sum of individual interactions of each fragment. 16 Therefore, in the present study, the fragments were generated from the prepared ALK inhibitors using the fragment.py script available in the Maestro interface. The generated fragments were then used as input to "BREED" option available in Schrödinger suite. This option will create novel hybrid molecules by finding overlapping bonds from all possible pairs of selected fragments and swapping the two sides of the fragments. 17
Protein Structural Stability Analysis
The effect of F1174L mutation on the stability of ALK protein was primarily investigated using I-Mutant 2.0 18 and SDM 19 computational algorithms. In particular, the effects of mutation on protein stability can be measured by free energy stability change (ΔΔG) 20 using the following equation: ΔΔG= ΔG mutant -ΔG wild , where ΔG is the protein unfolding energy.
A mutation usually destabilizes the protein by reducing the free energy gap between folded and unfolded states. In general, a ΔΔG below zero means that the mutation causes destabilization; otherwise, it induces stabilization. 20 Therefore, I-Mutant 2.0 was utilized for analyzing the ΔΔG values for F1174L mutation. It can predict the stability change of the mutated protein structure with the help of a neural network-based algorithm. 18 The results obtained from I-Mutant 2.0 is further validated using the SDM2 tool which functions in a similar method as the former. 19 Further a Residue Interaction Network (RIN) was generated using RING server to analyze the interactions of wild and mutant residues in the ALK protein. 21 Initially, RINs were generated for both the wild type and mutant complexes. Subsequently, a comparison network was generated by the superimposition of the two RINs using RINalyzer plugin of Cytoscape. Of note, an amino acid in a protein structure is depicted as the node and the interactions between the nodes are represented as edges. These nodes and edges of both native and mutant protein were compared to find the differences and similarities between native and F1174L ALK protein.
ADMET analysis
Qikprop of Schrodinger interface was employed to predict the pharmacological and physicochemical properties of the lead molecules. 22 A total of 51 descriptors were predicted for the lead molecule and we have considered eight descriptors that were essential for eliminating the molecules that would not be an effective drug. One of the main descriptors that were taken into consideration was the Central Nervous System (CNS) activity. Since our drug molecule should be capable of penetrating the Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) to combat the issue of brain metastases in NSCLC, 23, 24 the CNS descriptor was considered. A value in the range between -2 (inactive) to +2 (active), determines the CNS activity and the potential to cross the BBB. Further, #stars descriptor that indicates the number of property descriptors which falls outside the optimum range of values for 95% of known drugs, were also considered. Additionally, once ingested, its metabolism in the liver would depend upon its absorption. Therefore, Human Oral Absorption (HOA) descriptor was considered.
The scale for HOA is as follows; 1 = low, 2 = medium and 3 = high absorption. 25 Further, Caco-2 Cell permeability (QPPCaco; Range: < 25-poor to >500-great), a key factor in governing a drug's metabolism and its access to biological membranes (gut-blood barrier) was also analyzed. Additionally, QPlogHERG descriptors used for determining the blockage of HERG channels (human cardiac K+ channels) by drugs, were calculated. Furthermore, the molecular weight (MW) (MW should be in the range of 130.0 -725.0), QPlogPo/w (predicts the octanol/water partition coefficient -range -2.0 to 6.5) and QPlogS (Aqueous solubility-range -0.5 to 0.5) were also analyzed for the hit molecules. Subsequently, the toxicity values for the molecules were explored using Osiris property explorer and Protox-II algorithm. Osiris program was used to estimate the possible side effects, such as mutagenic, tumorigenic, or reproductive risks of the hits (https://www.organicchemistry.org/prog/peo/). Whereas ProTox-II algorithm was used for the prediction of their oral toxicities (LD 50 ). 26 The prediction method is based on the analysis of the similarity of compounds with known median lethal doses (LD 50 ) and also identifies toxic fragments in a molecule, thus representing a novel approach in toxicity prediction.
RESULTS
Fragmentation and docking analysis
Fragmentation of the 12 known ALK drug molecules performed using the fragment. py script. This process resulted a total of 177 fragments which were then XP docked into the native ALK protein. Prior to fragment docking, the reference ligand crizotinib was XP docked to the native protein and the respective glide score (-5.112 kcal/mol) was taken as the threshold value. Further, the 177 fragments were docked into the native protein and those fragments having lower scores (better binding affinity) than the reference ligand were eliminated. Thus, 40 fragments were selected for the consequent breeding process.
Breeding of Fragments and SMILES Retrieval
The 40 fragments were linked together using BREED program to produce novel molecules with potent ALK
Stability Analysis of Mutation and Molecular Docking with F1174L
The stability analysis of the F1174L mutation revealed it has a destabilizing effect on the structure of ALK protein (Table 2) . Therefore, to obtain a holistic view of the cause of instability, a RIN was constructed using the PDB files of both native and mutant forms ( Figure 2 ). It was observed that 1174 is interacting with 7 neighboring amino acids (Phe1271, Ile1179, Leu1240, Phe1245, Tyr1239, Ile1170, Phe 1098) in the native form. On the contrary, 1174 was able to maintain 4 interactions in the mutant structure. Note that Ile 1179, Ile 1170 and Phe1098 were not able to maintain the interaction in the mutant form of ALK. Thus, the destruction of the intramolecular interactions was found to be the cause for the destabilizing effect and resistance of F1174L mutant protein towards crizotinib.
inhibitory activity than each individual fragment and the structures. This protocol produced 58 compounds which were then XP docked into the native protein.
Further analysis and elimination of hits based on docking scores, resulted in a final set of 25 hits (Table 1) . These resultant compounds are named as 'LF1' through to 'LF25' (LF: Linked Fragment). Subsequently, the SMILES of the 25 hit molecules were generated using PubChem chemical structure sketcher. These SMILES were then rechecked with PubChem database 27 to see if the known drugs have been regenerated during the BREED process. The results highlights that two linked fragments (LF3 and LF5) had the same structure as crizotinib and ceritinib. Hence, these molecules were eliminated from our further analysis. The structures, fragment constituents and the smiles of the generated fragments are provided in Table S1 . Further to analyze the efficacy of the generated 23 LFs with the mutant protein, XP docking was carried out. It is understood from the results that 18 LFs were found to possess higher glide scores than the reference molecule (-5.062 kcal/mol). Therefore, these 18 LFs were screened out for ADMET analysis.
ADMET analysis
The hit molecules were further analyzed for their ADME properties using QikProp module of the Schrödinger interface and the results are summarized using a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) plot (Figure 3 ). The red color lines depict the different descriptors (active variables) and the blue dots (active observations) depicts the hit molecules. In the PCA plot, narrow angles indicate a positive correlation (higher value) and large angles depict a negative correlation (lower value). Therefore, from the plot, it can be visualized that only 6 hit molecules namely; LF2, LF7, LF13, LF16, LF18 and LF21 were found to have higher CNS and lower #stars values. Additionally, the remaining properties such as Molecular weight, QPlogPo/w, QPPCaco, QPPMDCK, QPlogH-ERG and QPlogS were also found to be in the recommended ranges for the 6 hit molecules. Further, Protox-II server was employed to predict the oral toxicity of the 6 hit molecules and crizotinib. The results are depicted as a box plot in Figure 4a . In the plot, the edges of the box indicate upper and lower quartile and the whiskers are called upper and lower whisker. It can be observed that the plot has a longer box and a small lower whisker, demonstrating that all the hit molecules are having a higher range of LD 50 values (Class IV and Class V range). This indicates that they are significantly non-fatal if ingested. Additionally, other multiple toxicity factors such as the mutagenicity, irritant factor, tumorigenic capability, drug score and drug-likeness of the hit molecules along with crizotinib were analyzed using Osiris (Table 3) . From the results, it is evident that only LF16 comes out clean without any toxic effects as well as higher drug score (Table S1 and Figure 4b ). These results essentially indicate the non-toxic nature of LF16.
DISCUSSION
ALK-EML4 fusion oncogene is caused by an inversion of chromosome 2 that results in the joining of 1-13 exons of EML4 gene with 20-29 exons of ALK. The resulting fusion protein has an EML4 derived N-terminus and an ALK derived C-terminus, that contains the entire tyrosine kinase domain. 28 Targeted therapy of ALK-positive tumors with ALK tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) has shown a great amount of success in the past due to its high sensitivity to these TKIs. The reference molecule used in our study, Crizotinib is the first-line treatment for ALK-positive NSCLC in many prolonged use of crizotinib. A study found the presence of brain metastases in about 23.8% at the time of diagnosis and in about 58.4% patients after 3 years of continued treatment with crizotinib. 30 This necessitates the constant discovery of novel inhibitors.
Our study involved a dataset of 12 known FDA approved ALK inhibitors as well as inhibitors undergoing clinical trials. Fragmentation of these known inhibitors resulted in a large library of fragments which was then narrowed down based on their Glide XP score. The best fragments of each compound thus obtained were linked together using the BREED feature. This algorithm generates a total of 25 novel compounds denoted as LF1 to LF25. These fragments were analysed for their efficacy towards F1174L mutation. The mutational analysis revealed the disruption of three intra-molecular interactions with the 1174th residue of the mutant protein. The structural analysis of wild type ALK reveals that Ile 1170 is present in the αC helix, Ile 1179 is in the β4 strand of the N-lobe and Phe 1098 is present in the anti-parallel β sheet that packs against the αC helix. 31 Of note, it was found that Phe 1098 residue forms hydrophobic stacking interactions with Phe 1174, Phe 1271 (in the activation loop) and Phe 1245 residues (in the αE helix), forming an F-core which is essential for maintaining the inactive conformation to which crizotinib binds. [32] [33] [34] [35] Additionally, we found that disruption of interaction with Ile1170 residue could be the reason for the destabilization of the αC helix of the activation loop during mutation. [32] [33] [34] [35] These changes in the protein lead to an active conformation of the protein thus hindering crizotinib binding. We hope that this insight structural information is of immense importance for the experimental biologist in designing the novel and potent ALK inhibitor. Further, from our study, the novel hybrid molecule LF16 was found to have a better binding affinity towards native and mutant ALK protein ( Figure 5 ). LF16 forms interactions with Ile1119 and Leu1122 of the native ALK protein ( Figure 6 ). Of note, the structural analysis of ALK illustrates that Leu1122 is a Glycine-rich loop residue which anchors the α/β phos- countries and was approved by the FDA in November 2013. In spite of its effectiveness and initial benefit, drug resistance soon develops due to its toxicity effects. 29 Of note, brain metastases are a characteristic of NSCLC that has been difficult to treat even with F1174L mutation of ALK protein. Thus, fragmentbased drug designing in combination with molecular docking, ADMET analysis and interaction profiling revealed LF16 as a possible hit. We hope this study may pave the way for the designing and development of novel ALK inhibitors for the management of drug resistance in NSCLC in the near future. phates of ATP for the appropriate positioning of the γ phosphate for the catalysis. 36 Furthermore, LF16 had interactions with Met1199 and Asp1270 residues of the F1174L mutant protein (Figure 7) . Met1199 is the hinge region residue that makes up the binding pocket of ATP and is commonly targeted residue of kinase inhibitors. 36 Additionally, Asp1270 residue is present in the DFG motif of the activation loop, which is the regulatory portion that assists in substrate binding and influences the catalytic efficiency of the protein. Thus, binding LF16 to these residues will disrupt the ATP catalysis and halt the downstream signaling processes leading to the management of tumors in ALK-positive NSCLC.
CONCLUSION
Developing small molecule inhibitors against ALKpositive NSCLC is of immense significance, in the quest for tackling lung cancer cases. Many ALK inhibitors have been FDA approved and many are in their pursuit towards FDA approval. All these known inhibitors were analyzed for the possibility of new combinations, so as to design a new lead for native and Table S1 : The structures, fragment constituents and the smiles of the generated LFs. 
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